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A New Theory on Old Leaves
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The fall is such a powerful
presence that it needs little
embellishment to feature in a
cartoon strip. Jim Davis, the
creator of Garfield (left), draws his
inspirations from Muncie, Indiana,
where he lives. Similarly, in Santa
Rosa, California, Charles Schultz
the creator of Peanuts once
showed Linus musing on why
trees lose their leaves in winter.
Linus was told, “That’s a stupid
question!” And he retorted, “Even
stupid questions have answers.”
Linus was right.

Garfield © Paws, Inc. Used by permission of Universal Uclick. All rights reserved.

fall season as I sat gazing wistfully at the ochre and
golden leaves of Aesculus (horse chestnut) that stood in
stately rows around the school sports field. Shedding
all those leaves seemed a waste of resources. The
teacher was droning on about the damage to foliage
that could be caused by frost, the relative lack of soil
water in wintertime, and the anatomical modifications
a leaf would need to survive. Thick cuticles, layers of
wax, all featured in the argument.
I was certain that it wasn’t the whole truth. We
had two Lonicera plants at home, the classical honeysuckle plants you find around cottage doors in old
paintings. One was deciduous; the other evergreen.
Every autumn, the deciduous cultivar dropped its
leaves, while the evergreen plant kept its leaves all
winter. (The evergreen also shed its leaves but only in
the summer.) We also had a huge old Ilex, the holly
tree, and every summer the ground around it was
ankle-deep in its brown, shed leaves. It was clear to
me that all plants shed their leaves, yet the definition
of a deciduous species has always been “a plant that
drops its leaves” in comparison with evergreens,
which we are told don’t do that. This is wrong — they
do. A great truth began to emerge: All green plants
(not only those that are deciduous) shed their leaves.
Over the decades, I noted that the “lack of water
idea” didn’t work either; submerged aquatic plants like
Elodea and Potamogeton have mature leaves that become
brown and are abscised, just like those of terrestrial
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plants. The idea that old leaves had to be shed was
improbable, as my grandmother in Brighton had an
old Aspidistra, some of whose leaves seemed to go on
living forever. It all seemed to be a demanding process,
imposing high losses upon the plant, and I could never
rationalize how something as wasteful as leaf fall could
fit into the constraints of being a plant.
Zoology lessons were a joy. That was where we
learned about human physiology. “The kidney,” we
were taught, “filters the blood from impurities.” What
a glib and casual way to dismiss renal function! A filter works by holding back certain components in a
mixture, while allowing others through. We all learned
this in school, where a mixture of salt and sand can be
separated by dispersal into water (which dissolves
the salt) and filtering out the sand. Kidneys do not work
this way. In the tiny glomerulus, the size of a pinhead,
solutes of every kind are passed out from fine blood
vessels. You can easily see under the microscope how
this happens, for the efferent capillary leading away
from the glomerulus is far small in diameter than the
afferent vessel that brings in the blood. This is shown
wrongly in the great majority of sources, where the
two have roughly the same diameter. It is because of
the disparity that pressure builds up, forcing soluble
components out of the bloodstream. The blood left behind becomes concentrated — while the liquid that is
expressed runs into fine tubes that form the loop of
Henle. The forcing of blood components out through
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the glomerulus is mechanical, due to hydrostatic pressure, and it has given rise to an assumption that all the
renal functions are simply a matter of engineering.
They aren’t. What the kidney performs, every second
of normal life, is far more miraculous than a simple
mechanical system.
If you consult the standard reference books, the
function is dismissed in a few words. Encyclopedia
Britannica says: “The principal function of the loop of
Henle appears to be the recovery of water and sodium
chloride from the urine” in a dismissive manner. The
loop goes down (the descending limb of the loop) and
then curves back up towards the glomerulus again
(the ascending limb). They work in opposite ways.
The descending limb is largely impermeable to solutes from ions to urea, though it is highly permeable
to water; so water can pass out to satisfy the osmotic
hunger of the fluid that surrounds it. The ascending
limb is the converse — impermeable to water but
highly permeable to a range of important substances
(ions among them). The cells of this ascending limb
pump out sodium chloride, and this extrusion of salt
raises the osmotic potential of the surrounding fluid.
It is a remarkably powerful effect — the osmolarity
increases from 300 milli-osmoles per liter (as the fluid
enters the loop) to 1,200 mosm/l at the bend. This is
extraordinarily concentrated.
WONDERS OF RE-ABSORPTION
The ingenious part comes when the re-absorption
takes place. The cells that line the ascending loop leave
the unwanted, potentially toxic, components behind
to be voided in urine. But they take up everything the
body needs. A range of membrane transporters have
been shown to regulate movement of urea and chloride ions, though these pathways are not sufficient to
account for the energetic solute fluxes that we can measure. It is clear that there are layers of complex signaling mechanisms and communication pathways that
govern the processes. Whatever the body needs is reabsorbed; the undesirables (wastes, poisonous products) are not.
Compare this with a sieve, which is the conventional view of the kidney. A sieve lets through objects
of small size, while retaining everything that is larger
than the holes in the mesh. It is the same idea as a
filtration system. Yet that is not what the kidney does.
For a sieve to work like a kidney, it would have to drop
everything on the floor, and then selectively pick up
everything that was wanted. This is not filtration, is it
selective re-absorption and the cells that line the ascend-

ing limb of the loop of Henle know exactly what they
are supposed to do. They change function, depending
on what is present in the blood, and these cells seem to
communicate with each other and perhaps even learn
from experience. They are far from being filters. The
idea of an “artificial kidney” the size of a suitcase is a
myth. The dialysis machine depends entirely on the
concentration of components in the dialyzing fluid, and
that takes teams of technicians and a large, high-tech
production plant to produce. These people (and their
entire factory) are an essential part of the “artificial
kidney”. So it isn’t the size of a suitcase; it’s as big as a
bus. Even then it is a poor substitute for structures the
size of seeds in an organ as large as your fist.
The complex functioning of those loop cells stayed
with me all my adult life. Excretion is one of the seven
fundamental properties of life that we all learned at
school — movement, respiration, sensitivity, growth,
reproduction, excretion and nutrition. Students sometimes remember them by their initial letters through
the acronym MRS GREN. Of them all, excretion is the
one that I felt we misunderstood. For example, the principle product of excretion, if you pause to think about it,
would be feces — but feces were never inside of the body.
Although food passes down the digestive tract and
feces emerge at the other end, only the foodstuffs that
we absorb into the blood become part of us. The rest
passes through and it never truly gets in. It is the sweat
glands that pass sodium chloride to the open skin and
the kidneys, with their astonishingly complex selective
mechanisms, that are the organs of excretion. The kidneys alone choose what the blood needs to make it fresh
and fulfilled, while banishing the rest to be voided in
urine. The expulsion of urine is excretion, whereas eating food and producing feces is just a journey.
The problems multiplied when I began to look into
the physiology of excretion in plants. There were so
many books on the subject, but they said little about
plant excretion. Indeed, the word was missing from
the index of most of the textbooks. It was as though
plant excretion didn’t matter. I was sure it did. After
all, we had the formidable “Mrs. Gren” to contend with.
If “excretion” was not vitally important for plants —
remember, it was absent from most of the plant physiology books — then something was wrong. You
couldn’t have it both ways: either it was a crucial concomitant of being alive, in which case there would be
reams written on the topic, or it didn’t matter — in
which case, why say it was? Someone should tell those
authorities that they’re wrong.
Those few books that discussed plant excretion
recited the familiar litany that plants accumulate
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Yellow pigments remain after the maple Acer pseudoplatanus loses
chlorophyll early in the fall. In the top vertical section magnified
125x, the palisade mesophyll cells occupy the upper portion of the
leaf. Dark-colored tannins appear to be laid down in the interstices.
They can also be seen in the spongy mesophyll tissues beneath.
At this stage, the leaf has a pale cream color to the naked eye.
Within 10 days, deeper pigmented deposits of carotenes are being
laid down (bottom). They do not extend across the entire palisade
mesophyll but are specifically concentrated in discrete cells set at a
distance. Not until each cell is saturated with pigment is another cell
designated to receive the carotene. Furthermore, microscopy at
250x shows that it is only the upper layer in which the carotene
becomes concentrated. The lower layer remains devoid of pigment
until the last stages of fall.

Within a week, microscopy at 250x reveals that the cells of the
upper palisade mesophyll cells are richly imbued with carotene
(top). The leaf is crimson to the naked eye. Cells in the lower
palisade layer also begin to retain carotene at this stage, but this
occurs only when the upper layer is pigmented. The coloration is
not due to the “withdrawal of chlorophyll” but to the deposition of
pigmented compounds. When the leaf is ready to fall (bottom)
some two weeks after color change commences, microscopy of a
transverse section at 100x vividly conveys the density of
carotene that has been packed into the cells. Darker regions
probably reveal tannin. In a few instances, discrete cells in the
second palisade layer have been designated to receive carotene
deposits. There is no deposition whatever in the spongy
mesophyll.

wastes in crystalline raphides in the leaves, tannins in
the bark or resins and essential oils. These didn’t
amount to much. And there the idea sat in my mind.
Grind the gears forward a few decades and you
would find me plunging through dense tropical rain
forest in North Queensland, Australia. I was visiting Dr. John Williamson, a great authority on the
venomous jellyfish you encounter in Australia when

scuba diving. His Marine Stinger Book was just out in
its third edition and was making headlines. On the
weekend John and I went exploring in a jungle,
which had an astonishing variety of wildlife and a
superabundance of vascular plants; you would recognize one species growing on its own and not see
another of the same kind for half a mile. There was
overwhelming variety everywhere.
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I was interested to see the Diplocyclos vine, whicih
occurs in near-tropical latitudes. Some was festooned
across the deepest part of the jungle, but it was also in
full sun near the forest edge. Clearly, the vines in the
middle had low levels of energy intake and endured
great competition for nutriments in the weak tropical
soil. Those at the periphery had far more incident light
and more nutriment, yet all were shedding autumnbrown leaves just the same. Surely, if leaf fall was related to the shedding of discarded leaves, it should be
far more evident in the stressed plants deep in vegetation than in those basking in the light.
SHED THEY MUST
Later that day I sat in a bar in Brisbane gazing at
lofty palm trees. Palms were incongruous. If I were a
palm, I would keep my foliage and produce an annual
halo of leaves until I ended up as a towering photosynthetic column gathering sunlight on a hugely efficient
scale. I would be a world-beating solar energy farm.
Yet every palm I ever saw wasted each year’s leaf production. They lay on the ground, leaving nothing but a
tuft of foliage at the top of the towering trunk. The
blanket of shed leaves produces allelochemicals that
exert an inhibiting effect on germination.
A novel notion was maturing in my mind: It was
not that plants simply shed their leaves, but they were
impelled to. There must be some overwhelming imperative that obliged them to discard perfectly useful
leaves — organs that could have provided them with
vital supplies of energy from the sun.
Quite suddenly, as when you remember where
you put your car keys, a great truth spread across my
mind. It was a warm feeling — a cross between an
injection of contrast medium for an X-ray and religious conversion. Everything seemed clear and my
mind felt refreshed. The truth was surely that, as well
as being the organs of photosynthesis, the leaves of
vascular plants had a second vital function: They were
their organs of excretion. I couldn’t wait to review the
literature and see what others had found.
Back in Britain I browsed through the books. This
was before search engines, so one’s time was spent blowing the dust off long-forgotten tomes and turning pages.
The lack of any detailed discussion of plant excretion
was evident everywhere. Then, a book on the subject
appeared: Fred Addicott’s Abscission, published by the
University of California Press in 1982. It was perfectly
balanced, opening with an insightful review of the history that includes legends from the South-West African tribes and remarks written by Theophrastus in

The Virginia Creeper Parthenocissus quinquefolia, native to the
eastern half of the U.S. and Canada, is characterized by deep
lustrous autumnal coloration due to carotene deposition. So marked
is the color change that many cultivars of this species have become
popular as garden plants throughout the temperate zones around
the world. Many formerly ivy-clad traditional English buildings are
now sheathed instead in Parthenocissus. The leaves also afford a
useful source of section material for microscopical study.

ancient Greece more than 2,000 years ago.
The crucial text for me came in the book’s introduction. It was a section titled Benefits of Leaf Abscission, which listed every known reason why plants shed
their leaves. These were the removal of senescent, injured, infected or superfluous foliage; recycling minerals; protection of development by leaf scars or
spinescent petioles; vegetative propagation; facilitating pollination and seed dispersal; and the inhibition
of seed germination by competitors (through allelopathy). Fred also included defoliation of deciduous trees,
which was simply a statement of fact!
I wrote to congratulate Fred on compiling such a
thorough book. Later, when I was lecturing in California, he invited me to visit him at his home in Santa
Barbara. Fred taught at the state college and had married his talented wife Alice back in 1935. It was Alice
who made the brilliant microscopical studies that illustrate the research work. Although Fred’s timing in
producing the book was perfect for me, my timing was
wrong for him. “If only you had published this theory
earlier,” he said, ruefully, “I could have included it in
my book. The reasons we have for leaf abscission have
never been satisfactorily explained. Those I listed in
my book are the reasons that others have cited — but
yours completes the picture.”
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IN LIVING COLOR
Fred and I discussed the many paradoxes that my
theory explained. For example, when chlorophyll is
withdrawn from leaves, most standard textbooks
claimed that the residual coloration was solely due to
breakdown products. I soon discovered that this was
not the case and found that strongly colored anthocyanins are pumped out into the leaf prior to its being
shed. Back at my laboratory I produced a series of micrographs of leaf sections to prove the point. The sequence was clearly revealed under the microscope.
Using sections of the Virginia creeper Parthenocissus and
vivid red autumnal leaves of Acer, I could demonstrate
the process — this was no mere translocation of chlorophyll, and the fall colors were certainly not breakdown products of the molecule. The coordinated buildup of anthocyanins in discrete palisade cells within
the leaves was clearly evident.
It was not true, as scientific orthodoxy claimed,
that the pigments slowly accumulated within the leaf
cells. Instead, I observed that specific cells within the
upper palisade layer accumulated deposits of pigmented molecules, and only when the cell was charged
with anthocyanin did a neighboring cell begin to take
on the task. The cells, as it were, filled up one by one;
they did not slowly become more richly colored. Only
when the upper layer of palisade cells was replete with
anthocyanins did any accumulation commence in the
lower layer of cells. Nothing like this had ever been
described before.
It also emerged that the metabolic rate of the leaves
during the color change (I named them “metachromatic
leaves”) became greatly increased. Every publication I
consulted described these leaves as senescent, yet this
was clearly the opposite case. These leaves were not
dying — on the contrary, they were living like never
before. Much energy was being expended in the metachromatic process, so it was clear that — as I had reasoned — active metabolic processes were taking place.
Oxalates, tannins and pigmented compounds (like anthocyanins) seemed to be a probable sink for metabolic
wastes. If only I had liked chemistry more, I would probably have tried to discover the way it all worked.
It was time to announce the theory. Among those
who expressed interest was Dr. Walter McCrone in Chicago, who was keen for me to make a return visit to
lecture at the Inter/Micro symposium. Dr. McCrone
proposed that I present the research as my evening
talk in 1986, and so it became a paper titled “Excretion
in Higher Plants, a Physiological Purpose for Abscission” and presented to a crowded lecture room at
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Inter/Micro in Chicago. Scientists who attended that
meeting — old scientists, let’s be honest — remember
it to this day and still quote my words back to me after
more than a quarter century. The leaf, I argued, was
something apart from a structure that captured solar
energy; it served also as an excretophore — an organ
that bore waste products away from the plant. Never
again would the shedding of brown leaves on the
ground in the fall seem to be purely a romantic affair.
The trees were having their annual dump.
I wondered whether this theory could be published in that most prestigious of all scientific journals
Nature, and their editor generously allowed me space
in their columns for a letter announcing the theory.
The submission was titled “Even Plants Excrete,” published on page 763 on Oct. 30, 1986. The press soon
came on the telephone, and several eminent specialists including Dr. R. Hardwick, Dr. G. Hendry and Dr.
A.S. Ras published additional comments early in 1987.
My original presentation became a short paper, “A
Physiological Purpose for Abscission,” published in
The Microscope (Vol. 34 pp 329–330), and in London I
wrote a full account of the theory as “A General Theory
of Plant Excretion” in the Journal of Biological Education.
This appeared in March 1987 though was dated a year
earlier. It all triggered a deal of discussion, and to this
day entering the terms plant leaf excretion onto Google
brings my original website on the subject somewhere
near the top of the search-results. There were comments and questions raised by botanists and physiologists from all parts of the world, and still new reports appear. One recent example is “Prica o lišcu koje
umire i drvecu koje ubija” in Biološka filozofija, published in Croatia in October 2012. It has also been reported on TV programs, and I have also been interviewed about the theory on television.
TREES REMOVE TOXICITY
Phytoremediation is the emerging science where
resistant plant species can be grown in soils that are
contaminated with heavy metals, solvents, explosives,
pesticides and even oil. Heavy metals increase enormously within the leaves just prior to abscission. You
would expect this: A tree could take them in during the
growing season, and the translocation of unwanted
wastes from the plant body to the leaves allows them
to excrete these dangerous components during abscission. Some species, such as the pigweed Amaranthus
retroflexu and the pennycress Thlaspi caerulescens, are
considered hyperaccumulators, and it occurred to me
early on that they could also become a source of re-
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cycled metals. The willow tree Salix can accumulate
cadmium, lead can be taken up by species of Brassica,
and botanists even planted the sunflower (Helianthus)
to absorb strontium-90 and cesium-137 left in the dirt
after the 1986 nuclear disaster at Chernobyl in the
Ukraine. In October 2013, Dr. Melvyn Lintern, a research geochemist at CSIRO in Perth, Australia,
showed that the leaves of Eucalyptus and Acacia trees
contained minute particles of gold. These could be an
indicator of precious metals lying in hidden strata. We
could even use the excretophore concept to detect valuable minerals.
In my 2006 paper, “The Autumn Revolution,”
published in Biologist magazine (Vol. 53 No. 6), I reminded readers that we could not simply take up such
metallic ions from the earth, but could subsequently
reclaim them by harvesting the plant matter containing raised concentrations of heavy metals. However, I
didn’t coin a term for the process. In the past few years,
the idea has been attempted and the new discipline
has now been given the names biomining by some workers and phytomining by others. I don’t think either is
right — it isn’t mining of any sort (that involves digging in the ground, and here the plants are recycling
an available substance). “Phytorecovery” might be
better, but because I didn’t think of a term at the time,
I am not well placed to complain about others’ choices
since then.
There is one widespread shortcoming in the current thrust of research that my theories could address.
The workers keep talking of contaminants (like heavy
metals) being sequestered within the plant body as
though it were just a chemical attraction. Layered
metal sulfides are highly efficient heavy-metal scavengers, and people write of plants as if they were simply repositories. Their schemes propose that plants
are grown, rooted up, harvested and the metals reclaimed. I propose an improvement — that the
hyperaccumulator plant species are selected for their
ability to translocate the contaminants into their
leaves so that, at abscission, it is only the leaves that
require collection. In this way you grow trees for decades and simply sweep up the leaves every fall. It
would offer a simple low-energy method of purifying
contaminated soils and provide a simply extracted
end product rich in the heavy metals. It is the shedding of leaves that is the key. Flowering species (angiosperms) are not the only vascular plants that can
act as hyperaccumulators for in 2001 it was recognized that arsenic is accumulated in the fronds of a
fern, Pteris vittata. The ferns are pteridophyta and reproduce through spore production. They are plants

Between 1941 and 1991, the ground around the Aircraft Repair &
Supply Center in Elizabeth City N.C. became heavily contaminated
with fuels and other chemicals. The Environmental Compliance
Division of the local coastguard is now planting these poplar trees
to draw contaminated water from the soil and reduce contamination
levels. Much phytoremediation centers on harvesting the whole
tree; little attention is focused on the greater value of leaf harvest.
This allows the trees to continue to accumulate residues for many
years, each fall offering another opportunity to remove contaminants from the area.

Portland and the Willamette valley in Oregon are an example of
how phytoremediation can be brought into a major recovery
scheme. These are the largest reclamation projects in which the
trees are used to beautify the landscape as well as remediate
contaminated soils. Portland has seen the adoption of small scale
approaches — herbaceous roofs and rain gardens among them
— but the large-scale projects now reaching maturity have shown
that phytoremediation can be visually attractive and economical.
The extraction of wastes from abscised leaves would add a
recovery option to the cleaning operation.
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This informative diagram of
metal reclamation appeared in
Chemical Engineering, Volume
51, 2012. However, the
published paper reminded us
that this is mere conjecture and
not yet reality. This figure was
captioned, “Potential method for
recovery of valuable resources
from landfill sites.” The idea was
being postulated in my papers
back in the 1980s; one can only
hope that someone soon puts the
proposal to the test.

with an ancient lineage; fossilized Pteris fronds have
been identified as far back as the Miocene period some
20 million years ago. Arsenic-rich soils are well known
to support grasses like Agrostis tenuis even when levels
of the toxic metal approach 30,000 mg/kg. That’s almost half an ounce in every pound of soil.
Research into the absorption of arsenic by ferns
shows that 96% of it was held in the leafy pinnae. As
research progresses, other ferns have been shown to
act as arsenic hyperaccumulators, including
Pityrogramma calemelanos and several species of Pteris.
Research at Cornwall College in Britain by Caroline
Wilkins and Leo Slater concludes that some species
common in Western Britain, including Athyrium filixfemina (the Lady Fern) and Phyllitis scolopendrium (Hart’s
Tongue) regularly colonize arsenic-rich soils, though
they do not accumulate the element. We will have three
categories of ferns to identify: those that can merely
tolerate contaminated soils, those that can thrive with
high levels of elemental poisons and — most important — those that hyperaccumulate. With the harvesting of mature fronds, not only can the arsenic be removed from the land, but it could even be recovered
from the foliage and used in industry.
The shedding of contaminated leaves from plants
growing in polluted soil is one way of harnessing the
potential of plants, but I wanted to see how the concept applied throughout a plant’s existence. It seemed
to me that — at every major metabolic stage of a vascular plant’s life cycle — some form of leaf-like component was shed. It was as though the abscising process
was a concomitant of a burst of activity. When a bud
128

bursts, the plant sheds the modified leaf scales that
covered the young foliage. As reproduction takes place,
the sepals are shed, and then the petals; typically the
petals contain brightly colored pigmentation, and
these molecules are chemically complex. Yet they fit a
pattern. All the carotenoids contain 40 carbon atoms
— thus, lutein is C40H56O2 — while chlorophyll is centered on magnesium. It would be fascinating to determine how this fits into the chemical degradation pathways of plant metabolites.
WHY LEAVES FALL
The concept of an excretophore has many possible
applications when we consider the abscised parts of
vascular plants, and it becomes widespread (though I
gather that the Wikipedia account under the heading
Metabolic Waste has it as an “excretory”). Yet such
new concepts take time to percolate through the establishment, and many recent books adhere to the traditional views. Michael V.B. Roberts, writing in Biology for Life (published in 2000) says: “As winter approaches, a layer of cells grows across the leaf stalk at
the point where it is attached to the main stem … eventually it breaks and the leaf falls off. Why do leaves
change their color in autumn? Towards the end of summer the chlorophyll breaks down and disappears but
the other pigments remain. So the leaves change from
green to yellow or orange. In addition, the leaves of
some plants start making red and purple pigments
(anthocyanins) at this time.”
Similarly, in their book Biology (2008), Mike Boyle
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and Kathryn Senior write: “Why do leaves fall? It is an
important survival mechanism. When the temperature and/or light intensity is too low for efficient photosynthesis, the leaves would be a liability in terms of
water loss. Before the leaves are shed the useful components, such as proteins and chlorophyll, are broken
down and stored in the stem. The colors are the products of chlorophyll breakdown.” Another book, Biology, by Gareth Williams and Nelson Thornes (2006)
reports: “The autumn leaf-fall of deciduous trees and
shrubs is an essential adaptation to water ‘drought.’
Loss of leaves removes virtually all the evaporating
surfaces at a time when water may become unavailable … other adaptations include leaves with thick
waxy cuticles, leaves with few stomata, often sunken
below the level of the epidermis, hairy leaves or rolledup leaves.” Though there are thousands of sources
which now include the excretophore concept, many
mainstream textbooks continue to publish the older
view simply because it takes so long for novelty to
spread through the system.
This has been a diverting program of research extending over many decades. Watching it suddenly reported on television one evening as a major breakthrough in our understanding was exciting. Realizing
how far the concept could spread in allowing us to
rethink the way we remediate contaminated soils was
a humbling experience. For years I had felt satisfied at
a mystery solved, and was pleased to have added another new theory to the public domain.
But I was wrong. Three years ago in London, the
prestigious Daily Telegraph highlighted the theory in a
an article, “Scientist discovers why leaves change color
in autumn.” Their report began: “A leading scientist
has come up with a new theory for why leaves produce stunning autumnal color and then drop.” It was
a fine report, but it left me totally unprepared for a
letter that the newspaper published the following day.
It came from Elizabeth Wolsey, writing from Sutton
Coldfield, an affluent suburb of Birmingham. “I was
interested to read that Professor Brian Ford has developed a new theory that leaf drop occurs to excrete waste
products from the tree,” she wrote. So far so good —
and then came her bombshell. “It confirms what I read
as a child in the 1950s in Enid Blyton’s Nature Tales from
her Little Story Book series.”
What was this? Was my work being compared
with a children’s story dating back to the 1950s, written by the most successful English author of books for
young readers? I rushed to the library of Cambridge
University, where every book published in English has
a permanent place of residence. There it was. A story

Enid Blyton, a noted British
children’s writer of an
earlier generation, brilliantly
expressed the core of my
theories in Nature Tales
published in 1957. In this
tale, the storyteller says that
autumnal leaves contain the
plant’s rubbish: “Some
rubbish makes a leaf red,
some makes it yellow.” This
anticipation of a theory in a
children’s book is unusual
but highly noteworthy.

called “Molly’s Fancy Dress” included a succinct account of the reason trees drop their leaves when they
change color. Said the storyteller: “The trees send all
their rubbish up to their leaves, then when the leaves
fall the rubbish will go too. Some rubbish makes a leaf
red, some makes it yellow.” The account appears in
Nature Tales (Little Story Book No. 18), which had been
published in 1957 by Johnston & Bacon of Edinburgh,
Scotland.
One of the greatest pleasures of research is finding
an answer to a longstanding problem that nobody has
previously solved. Investigating blood coagulation and
spontaneous human combustion, the origins of humans and dinosaurs, finding out how the first microscopists created their elusive images, studying intelligent behavior in living cells and memory in plants —
there have been so many challenges, and it has always
been so satisfying to address them. Now I was faced
with a conceptual breakthrough in science of which I
was particularly proud but one that had already been
published, more a generation earlier, in a book written
for little girls.
I smiled. Good for her. Enid Blyton had always been
renowned for ingenious stories and childishly satisfying plots. Her comfortable allusions to middle-class
English life are now considered out of date and oldfashioned, so few people rate her stories highly. Perhaps they should. Enid Blyton had put me firmly in
my place. It just shows that a good idea can emerge
from anyone’s focused mind. It amuses me greatly to
think of how I shall be referencing my future publications on the excretophore concept. One always gives
due credit to the first authorities who published in the
field, so among my sources will now be Blyton, Enid;
with the title “Millie’s Fancy Dress” and the date of the
publication — not 1986 after all, but 1957.
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